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What should we make of the Covid experience so
far, for society and for the police? Are we in one
of those moments after which “nothing will ever
be the same”? Or, instead, are we living through
an example of “the more things change, the more
they stay the same”? Is Covid the leading edge of
what has been termed our emerging ‘age of
catastrophe’? Or is it more accurate that ‘This
pandemic will be managed in the same way as
pandemics are always managed’, as predicted
early on by Scott Burris, a public health lawyer?

The answers to these kinds of questions are
not as obvious as one might think. Certainly, in
many countries police have been called upon
to participate in the implementation of actions
intended to limit the ability of the virus to
spread from person-to-person. At the core of
these responses has been social distancing,
mask wearing, quarantine requirements, and
vaccine mandates – not the kinds of individual
and social behaviour most of us would expect
to attract the attention of traditional police
work. 
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A host of actors and actants, to use Latour’s
term for non-human actors, have been
mobilized to police the pandemic.  Together
they have constituted assemblages, ‘webs of
policing’ to use Brodeur’s term, that have been
established to implement these government
authorized ‘virus gating’ measures.  Police
have played a significant role within these
assemblages/webs.  

Insofar as this Covid policing has been taking
place within the context of a public health
crisis, it might be seen as a progressive
development. Calls for police to embrace a
public health approach are not new. They
preceded Covid and primarily urged police to
view substance abuse, mental illness,
homelessness, and similar problems from a
harm reduction perspective and as issues at
the intersection of law enforcement –
especially policing – and public health. 

to enforce the ‘virus gating’ ordering
arrangements that governments across the
globe have endorsed.  Covid policing clearly
urges us to take a closer look at the precise
meaning of non-negotiable force that the
American sociologist Egon Bittner identified,
years ago, as the core of the police role. 

This role definition has been expressed in
several oft-quoted passages from Bittner. 
 One of these is:  
… the role of police is to address all sorts of
human problems when and insofar as their
solutions do, or may possibly require, the
use or force at the point of their
occurrence. 
Another is that police are expected to act
when something is happening:
… that-ought-not-to-be-happening-and-
about-which-someone-had-better-do-
something-now.  
A significant feature of these descriptions of
policing is that they do not necessarily
couple police to the criminal justice system.
The police are authorized and expected to
act in a wide variety of situations, with force
if needed, even when no crime has
occurred and no arrest is anticipated. The
police are in essence problem solvers –
non-negotiable force is there because of
that. Within a wide variety of circumstances,
the police have to solve the problem. They
cannot just call an emergency number –
they are the option of last resort.  

With Covid, this essentially problem-solving
conception has mainly translated into an
understanding of police as state agents
authorized to exercise ‘non-negotiable
force’ as a way of enforcing a government-
mandated social ordering intended to
promote safety and security. 
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Covid policing has had an ironic twist,
however. With Covid, police have in
many jurisdictions not been assigned the
roles of referral agents, treatment
navigators, or problem solvers – they
have been asked to provide the muscle
needed to force people to abide by
public health mandates. Facing a
resistant and defiant public, government
and its public health apparatus needed
the police to exercise force, not to act as
problem solvers or quasi-social workers. 

The role police have been called upon to play
within these Covid virus gating assemblages,
has been to provide both the threat of, and if
necessary the application, of legally-endorsed,
non-negotiable force that has been deployed 



Reasoning from a state perspective it makes
perfect sense that police were extensively
mobilized to play an enforcement role in Covid
policing assemblages. It was a mere
coincidence that, in this instance, the
government mandates pertained to public
health. 

So, we are inclined to say that Covid policing
has been more of the same. We posit that not
as a criticism, not as an indication of a failure
to evolve, but rather in recognition of a
longstanding core function of the police. All
governments have the challenge of managing
human behaviour in order to achieve a
reasonable level of safety and security. Police
are not the only institution with a role in that,
but “when-something-is-happening that-
ought-not-to-be-happening-and-about-which-
someone-had-better-do-something-now,”
some version of police is what we tend to rely
upon.

And yet, things may be changing too. As
policing finds itself more enmeshed in
public health assemblages, disaster
response assemblages, emergency
management assemblages, homeland
security assemblages, and climate
change assemblages in an emerging age
of catastrophe, we might be seeing
police further de-coupled from the
criminal justice system with its inherent
law enforcement focus. Catching
bandits, collecting evidence, and making
cases for prosecution might constitute a
shrinking share of policing. Still, though,
the question remains whether, in all
these evolving assemblages, police will
mainly represent the strong arm of the
government, or will their role become
broader and more nuanced? 
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